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Abstract 
This paper presents a short survey of some directions in the theory of cardinal functions, 
in which estimations containing the Souslin number play the central role. Together with the 
known facts, the paper contains some new results established by the author. In Section 4 
three very general formulae are proved; we use these formulae in the proof of the main 
result of the paper (Theorem 5.17) about the strict ap-caliber. 
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1. Introduction 
Among various cardinal functions of a topological space, the simple and natural 
concept of the So&in number: 
c(X) = sup{ ( D I : D is a disjoint family of open subsets of X} 
is one of the most important, and together with the results which are intrinsic in 
the theory of cardinal functions, it has spread into other areas of general topology. 
If c(X) =G K, (i.e., if all disjoint families of open sets in X are at most 
countable), then the space X is said to satisfy the Sousfin condition. This concept is 
the one that goes back to the famous Souslin’s problem stated as early as in 1920 
and solved only half of a century later in the works by Jech, Tennenbaum and 
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Solovay (see [7], some details will be given also in Section 2): it turned out that the 
hypothesis formulated by Souslin is in fact independent of the ZFC system of 
axioms of the set theory. 
The estimations using the Souslin number occupy an important place in several 
directions of the theory of cardinal functions of topological spaces. 
2. Cardinality and weight of a space as functions of the Souslin number 
Together with the Arhangel’skG’s theorem on the cardinality of a first-countable 
compactum, the following two results, connecting the cardinality of a space with its 
Souslin number became the starting point for the development of the theory of 
cardinal functions. 
Theorem 2.1. (Hajnal and Juhasz [61). IfX is a T,-space, then 
1 x 1 < 2Xbn‘C(X) 
and hence the cardinal& of a first-countable T,-space with the Sot&in condition does 
not exceed continuum. 
Theorem 2.2. (Arhangel’skii [2]). If X is a T,-space, then 
) x 1 < 2WOWX)~c(X) 
and hence the cardinal@ of a sequential compactum satisfying the Souslin condition 
does not exceed continuum. 
(Here h(X) = min(r: for each x EX a compactum F 3 x exists such that 
X(F, x) G r} (the so-called height of X> and bt(X) stands for the bitigthness of X 
[21.) 
As one can easily notice, Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1 and, moreover, [2] 
essentially contains the next estimation of the density of a space: 
d(X) ~2 h(X).t(X).c(X) 
From this estimation the following somewhat more strong version of Theorem 
2.2 can be extracted: 
Theorem 2.2’ (cf. [2]). Let X be a T,-space satisfying 
(~2’): for each S cX, if 1 S I < t(X) then I $ I < 2’(x). 
Then 
and, in particular, if c(X) < K,, then I X I < 2 h(X).t(X). Hence, if X is a compactum 
of countable tightness with the Souslin condition and, besides every separable subset 
of X has cardinality < c, then I X ( < c, too. 
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Later, in 1151 an important connection between the Souslin number and the 
weight of a regular space was established: 
Theorem 2.3 [151. Zf X is a T,-space, then 
w(X) < rh( x)c’x’. 
Combining this theorem with any one of the theorems about mappings of 
compacta onto Tychonoff cubes [15,20] we easily get the following 
Theorem 2.4. Zf X is a T,-space, then 
w(X) <(h(X) +i(X) f l)ctxl 
and, in particular, if Xis a compactum (i.e., h(X) = l>, then w(X) = (i(X) + 2yCx’. 
(Here i(X) = SUP{T: X can be (continuously) mapped onto I’} is the so-called 
index of X, and $X1 = sup{i(t;): F is a compact subset of X1.1 
Since the inequality $X> < t(X) is always true, Theorem 2.4 immediately 
implies the next 
Theorem 2.4’ [15]. Zf X is a T,-space, then 
w(X) <(h(X) Q(X))~(~) 
and hence, in particular, ifX is a compactum, then w(X) < t(XyCX). 
Thus, in estimation of the weight (as well as of the density) we have succeeded 
in transferring tightness and height of the space from the exponent of a power into 
its base. In fact Theorem 2.4 which is based on the two theorems (from [16,20]) 
about mappings onto Tychonoff cubes, gives more: namely it enables to solve the 
problem of embeddability of extremely disconnected regular spaces into compacta 
with the Souslin condition and, in particular, to solve the problem of embeddability 
of ON, (the Tech-Stone compactification of the discrete space of the cardinality 
7) and pZ’ (the absolute [13] of the Tychonoff cube I’ of weight 7). 
Theorem 2.5 [16,20]. Zf X is a compactum and w(X) > 7’(X), then X contains all 
extremely disconnected T,-spaces of the weight Q (rcCx)>‘. Hence each compactum 
of the weight > ~‘0 satisfying the Souslin condition contains all extremely discon- 
nected regular spaces of weight < (r’(j)+ and, in particular, it contains pZCrno)+ and 
@A, if 2” G (7’O)+. 
(Indeed, it is sufficient to notice that if Z is an extremely disconnected space 
and f : X-+X’ is a perfect mapping such that Z 3 f(X), then Z -+X [13].) 
From Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 the next statement follows now easily: 
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Theorem 2.5’ (see [15,16,20]). Let X be a T,-space. Then 
(1) ifX does not contain PN,, then w(X) G (h(X). 2’)c’x’; 
(2) ifX does not contain pI (““)+ (in particular, PI’+), then w(X) < (h(X) . T)‘(~). 
Hence if a compactum with the So&in condition does not contain j3N or does not 
contain PI’+ (or even if it does not contain PI’), then its weight does not exceed c. 
Thus, Theorem 2.5’ allows us to appeal to sufficiently well-studied properties of 
such standard objects as PN, and pl”, and gives a key to a series of estimations of 
the weight and cardinality by means of the Souslin number (see, e.g. [19]>. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a TX-space and, besides, 
(~6): for each S CX such that 1 S 1 < A it holds ( 3 ( < 2’*. 
Then 
w(X) < (h(X) .2A)c’x’. 
Hence, if X is a compactum satisfying the Souslin condition and the power of each 
separable subset of X does not exceed c, then w(X) < c. 
This result follows easily from Theorem 2.5’(l) as well as from Theorem 2.4 
directly, because the property (~6) (as well as in any other analogous property) is 
preserved by closed mappings, and hence no compacturn F from X can be 
mapped onto I’*. 
Quite similarly the following statement can be proved: 
Theorem 2.6’ (see [19]>. Let X be a T,-space and, besides, 
(~6’): for each S CX such that 1 S 1 G r either 
(a> w(S) G 7, or 
(b) ISI <r+ (or even 1 S I < 2’+), or 
Cc> I s I < 7X0 (or even ( 3 I < 2”‘). 
Then 
w(X) < (h(X) . T)‘(~). 
By setting 7 = (h(X). h)c’X’ in Theorem 2.6’ we get immediately w(X) < 7 and 
hence, also I X I =G r.
Thus the following statement is true: 
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a T,-space satisfying 
(~7): for each S CX if 
ISI <(h(X).A)c’X’ 
ISI <(h(X).h)c’X’. 
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Then also 
1x1 <(h(X) .A)“*‘. 
Hence, in particular, if X is a compactum (or even if X is a point-countable 
T,-space) satisfying the Souslin condition and for each S CX such that 1 S ) < A’o, it 
holds IsI G AQ, then I XI G AHo, too. 
In a similar way, by setting 7 = (2 * h(X))“‘c(X’ in Theorem 2.6’ we get 
Theorem 2.7’. Let X be a T,-space satisfying 
(~7’): for each S CX if 
ISI .(2,h(X))A’C(X) 
IsI < (2.h(X))A’c’X’. 
Then also 
JXJ < (2.h(X))h’c(X). 
Hence, in particular, if X is a compactum (or even if it is a T,-space of 
point-countable type> with the Souslin condition and I s I G 2” for each S CX such 
that ISI <2”, then 1x1 <2*, too. 
It is the statement of Theorem 2.7’ that in the best way shows how much we 
have succeeded in advancing the result of Theorem 2.2’: the notion of tightness of 
a space which is the central one for Theorem 2.2’ is eliminated here: the cardinal 
t(X) is replaced by an arbitrary infinite cardinal A and, in addition, h(X) is 
transferred from the exponent to the base of a power. 
On the other hand, the condition (~7’) of Theorem 2.7’, which could seem less 
natural, is in fact a corollary (for t(X) = A) of the condition (~2’) in Theorem 2.2’: 
to observe this one has to notice only, that the condition (~2’) is obviously 
equivalent to the following condition 
(p): I S I < ( S I t(x) for every S CX. 
In a sequential T,-space X the inequality Is I G ( S 1 HO obviously holds for each 
S cX, and therefore the next result, which follows easily from the corollary of 
Theorem 2.7 (by setting A = c) or from the corollary of Theorem 2.7’ (by setting 
A = K,), essentially improves the corollary of Theorem 2.2’: 
Theorem 2.7” [K?]. If X is a compactum (or even if it is a T,-space of point-countable 
type) and each of its subsets of density G c has also cardinality G c, then I X 1 G c, 
too. 
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3. The Souslin condition as modification of separability. Martin’s axiom and the 
Souslin’s problem 
As Jech (1967) and Tennenbaum (1968) showed, the negative solution of the 
Souslin’s problem, i.e., the existence of a (nonseparable) Souslin continuum, is 
consistent with ZFC axioms of set theory. On the other hand, under an assump- 
tion, which is consistent with ZFC, Solovay and Tennenbaum have proved that 
each linearly ordered space satisfying the Souslin condition is separable and thus 
they solved the Souslin’s problem positively. The assumption used by Solovay and 
Tennenbaum was Martin’s axiom with the negation of the continuum hypothesis 
(CH) [7]. Thus the Souslin’s problem was completely solved and Martin’s axiom 
(MA) came into general use in set-theoretical topology. In the sequel we shall cite 
a series of results developing the positive solution of the Souslin’s problem. 
Namely, these will be the results showing that under assumption of MA + 7CH 
(and even under certain essentially weaker assumptions) for certain rather broad 
classes of spaces the Souslin condition becomes equivalent o separability (see, e.g. 
[3 4 8 9 11,12,14,17,18,21,22]). > 9 > , 
A lucid topological analog for MA was found by JuhBsz: 
Theorem 3.1 [9]. MA is equivalent to the following statement: 
(bc): no compactum with the So&in condition is representable as a union of less 
than continuum of nowhere dense subsets. 
Some other topological equivalents and corollaries of MA were obtained: to 
illustrate one of them we need the following. 
Proposition 3.2. Assume that in a T,-space X there exists a developable system 
Z= (LZa: LY < 7) of covers (i.e., the family {st( sa, x): cx < 7) is a base in a point 
x E X, where st(ga, x) = LJ {B ~9~: B 3 x}) and assume that the following condi- 
tion holds: 
(bt): X is not representable as a union of < r nowhere dense subsets. 
Then for each closed irreducible mapping f : X --f Y there exists in X a nonempty 
set Gf of points in which f is one-to-one, I,!I(G~, X) < r and the restriction f I ~~ is a 
homeomorphism .
Besides, if every open subset of Xsatisfies (bf), then Gf is everywhere dense in X. 
Indeed, let us set ~8: = { f-‘f( B): B EL%‘J and P, = lJ zZ~ for each (Y < 7; 
then obviously c = X (by virtue of irreducibility of f ) and Gf = n { P,: (Y < 7) # fl 
(since f is closed and condition (bf) holds). It is also clear, that since ?Y is a 
developable system, then for every x E Gr the family (st(5@, x): (Y < 7) is a base 
in x E X consisting of full preimages. However this means that in the point x the 
mapping f is a homeomorphism, and thus Proposition 3.2 is proved. 
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Theorem 3.3 (see [lo]). MA is equivalent to every one of the following statements: 
(a) For each compactum X of weight < c satisfying the Souslin condition, and for 
each irreducible mapping f of X there exists a dense (in X) set G,. of points in which f 
is one-to-one. 
(b) For each compactum X of weight < c satisfying the Souslin condition, and for 
each irreducible mapping f of X there exists a dense (in X) set Gf such that the 
restriction f 1~~ is a homeomorphism and $(Gf, X) < w(X) < c. 
The equivalency of MA and the assertion (a) was proved by Malykhin [lo]; but 
since, by virtue of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, MA implies a somewhat 
stronger assertion (b), Theorem 3.3 is proved. 
Let MA, denote the following statement: 
MA,: No compacturn of weight < r satisfying the Souslin condition is repre- 
sentable as a union of < c nowhere dense subsets. 
Since the property “to be a nowhere dense set” is preserved by closed irre- 
ducible mappings, it is clear, that Proposition 3.2 implies the following 
Proposition 3.4 [MA,]. For each irreducible mapping of a compactum X of weight 
< c and with the Souslin condition onto a compactum Y of weight < r there exists an 
everywhere dense subset Gf of X such that the restriction f 1 Gf is a homeomorphism 
and besides 
$(Gf, X) <w(X) CC. 
Since for a compacturn X the inequality rrw(X) ~7 just means that there 
exists an irreducible mapping onto a compacturn of weight < r (see [13]), from 
Proposition 3.4 one can get immediately the following 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a compactum of weight < c and with the Souslin condition. 
Then, under the assumption of IMA,,,,~,, (and in particular, under the assumption of 
MA), there exists an everywhere dense subset G of Xsuch that w(G) = rw(X) and 
besides 
rcI(Gf, X) <w(X). 
Hence every compactum of weight <c, of countable z--weight and with the 
Souslin condition contains a second-countable everywhere dense subspace. 
(Observe that earlier L.B. Shapiro under the same assumptions established that 
the set of points of countable character in X is everywhere dense. Notice that all 
results stated in Section 2 remain also valid for GA-subsets of compacta if A < c, 
and in particular, for Tech-complete spaces (see [12,18]).) 
An important role in the proof of implication 
“the Souslin condition implies separability” 
is played by the concept of a precaliber (cf. the concept of a caliber [14]) which in a 
known sense is an intermediate concept between the Souslin number and the 
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density. A cardinal number r is called a precaliber (respectively caliber) for X if 
each family of cardinality T consisting of nonempty open subsets of X contains a 
subfamily with the finite intersection property (respectively a subfamily with 
nonempty intersection) of the same cardinality 7. 
Let K, denote the following statement: 
K,: T is a caliber for each compacturn satisfying the Souslin condition. 
Proposition 3.6 (see [12]). MA implies K, for each noncountably cofinal cardinal 
7 < c. 
Hence, in particular, A44 + 7 CH implies KK1 [8]. 
Theorem 3.7 [12,17,21]. If K, is a caliber for a compactum X and the tightness of X 
is countable, then X is separable. 
Hence, in particular, the statement K,, (and therefore, according to Proposition 
3.6 also the assumption MA + 7 CH) implies the following assertion. 
THO: Each compactum of countable tightness and satisfying the Souslin condition is 
separable. 
This result describes one of the most vast classes for which the Souslin’s 
hypothesis is true. Moreover, it turns out that the assertions Kxl and TN, are 
equivalent. To show this it is sufficient to refine slightly the statement of Proposi- 
tion 7 from [22] leaving the proof unchanged. 
Proposition 3.8 (cf. [22]). K 1 is a caliber for a compactum X iff each of its continuous 
images, which is a Corson compactum, is separable. 
Proposition 3.8’. Let K be a class of compacta invariant under taking continuous 
images (i.e., f(X) E K for each X E K and each continuous f >. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) Each Corson compactum belonging to K is separable. 
(2) Each compactum belonging to K has N, as a caliber. 
Taking as K the class of all compacta with the Souslin condition and applying 
Proposition 3.8’ and Theorem 3.7 one gets 
Theorem 3.7’. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) each compactum with the Souslin condition has K, as a caliber; 
(b) each Corson compactum with the Souslin condition is separable; 
(c) each compactum of countable tightness and satisfying the Souslin condition is 
separable. 
Notice that, by virtue of Statement 12 from [22], Propositions 3.8, 3.8’ and 
Theorem 3.7’ are valid also for the class of perfect preimages of Corson spaces as 
well as for Tech-complete spaces (see [HI). 
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4. Three set-theoretical formulae for one theorem and two corollaries 
Analyzing our original proof of the theorem about an ap-caliber (which is the 
main result of this paper) we noticed that its essential part is just a formal 
consequence of three general set-theoretical formulae; we assume that these 
formulae are of their own interest, too. 
For a family & of subsets of X let 
~={IpcX:PnA#~forallAE_~?}, 
s= {PCX: Int(PnA) #l for all A Ed}. 
The next statement follows immediately from these definitions: 
Statement 4.1. If LA?, AX!’ are families of subsets of Xsuch that & cd’, then 2 IS?‘, 
_B? 12’ and hence 2 &{, J$ CA?‘. 
In fact for the families 2 and d one can easily give the following explicit 
description. 
Statement 4.2. d = {A’ cX: there exists A ELI? such that A’ 3A). 
Indeed, if A EM, thgn according to the definition of 2 it follows that A l 2 
and hence also A’ E& for each A’ 3A. On the other hand, if P, CX and 
A \P, # (d for all A E&, then X\P, E.C? and hence P, 652. This completes the 
proof of Statement 4.2. 
Statement 4.2’. A? = (A’ cX: there exists A E& such that Int A’3 Int A). 
Indeed, according to the definition of 2 it is obvious that JZ! cd. Moreover, i,f 
Into Int A,andIqt(AnP)#~,thenInt(A’~P)#~,andhencefromA~~ 
it follows that A’ E &. On the other hand if for some PO CX it holdstInt A 
\ Int P,, f 91 for all A E&‘, then obviously X\ Int PO E _Q? and hence PO +LJz?. This 
completes the proof of Statement 4.2’. 
From Statements 4.2 and 4.2’ it follows that A! cd and H cd for each tamily 
&. In*particular, applying this fact to the families JA? and _&? we get _L? c2 and 
2 ~2. On the other hand from thF inclusions _u? cd, LZ? CA? by virtue of 
Statement 4.1 it follows that J? 32, 2 32. Thus we have established the 
following 
Statement 4.3. For any family A? it holds A? = 2 and _Q? = .d. 
Everywhere in the sequel for a system % of families of sets we denote 
~={k!z?~E}, 
??={_&_!zW?J}, 
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and, as usual, let 
U%= U{&: A?=%}, nzc= n{d: ~GY}. 
(Here and everywhere in the sequel, the families contained in Z! are families of 
subsets of some set.) 
Theorem 4.4 (Three formulae with a wave). For each system 2Y of families the next 
equalities hold: 
(1) k= ;, 
(2) G%= n &, 
(3) Gz= u & 
and hence 
(a)Fg= ng= “&ET&; 
-E 
(c) u@= n&= ~92; 
E 
(d)s= nk= n6. 
Proof. Equality (1) is equivalent to Statement 4.3. Equality (3) obviously follows 
from Statement 4.2. 
To prove equality (2) notice that _w’ c U ?Y for each A E Z and hence, by virtue 
of Statement 4.1, EC f-l &. On the other hand, if P E n @, then P fIA # fl for 
each A E tJ ??Y. Thus P E u and therefore f-l @c E. 
To complete the proof notice that all equalities in (a), (b), Cc), (d) are just formal 
consequences of the equalities (l)-(3). 0 
For convenience we extract the following two equalities from (c) and Cd): 
(4) u&= n&; 
(5) n&=Z. 
Observe that the families (11, (21, (31, (4), (5) together with fl Z, fI Z! (the last 
two, as one can easily notice, are equivalent to no one of the first five> exhaust all 
the families which can be obtained from a system Z applying to it any combination 
of the operators n, u and -. 
Quite similarly to Theorem 4.4 one can establish 
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Theorem 4.4’ (Three formulae with a lid). For each system 2Y of families the next 
equalities hold: 
(1) &= $, 
(2) QG= r-l G’, 
(3) G= u & 
and hence all equalities (a), (b), (c), (d) of Theorem 4.4 remain valid if the lid 
operator L‘h” is substituted for the wave operator “-“. In particular. 
(4) “2&G; 
(5) n&=3. 
As in case of operator -, one can easily notice that the families described in (11, 
-z 
(21, (31, (41, (5) of Theorem 4.4’ together with fl %, fl FY exhaust all families which 
can be obtained from a system %! applying to it any combination of operators n, 
u and I*. 
5. A theorem on strict ap-caliber. The Souslin number, weight and precaliber of a 
space 
The concept of strict ap-caliber introduced in this section allows, among others, 
to improve the results of Argyros and Tsarpalias [l] and Bandlov [5] by proving, in 
particular, that each cardinal (p’(X))+ is an ap-caliber (what is essentially stronger 
than a precaliber), and at the same time to obtain as a corollary the author’s result 
[15, Theorem 31 about the dependence of the weight of a T,-space on its Souslin 
number and its r-character. 
Remark 5.1. The theorem about ap-caliber as well as the concept of ap-caliber 
itself were first expounded by the author at A. Arhangel’skii Seminar (Moscow) 
and at the Moscow Conference dedicated to P. Alexandroff in 1985. The main 
construction was imitating the construction from [15, Proposition 21 but at the 
same time it operated with filters instead of points (sets) and their r-bases which 
were used in Theorems 3, 3’ and Proposition 2 from [15]. The set-theoretic 
formulae, derived in Section 4 above allowed us to pass from filters to general 
families of sets and as a result to prove the theorem on a strong ap-caliber 
(Theorem 5.17). 
Concepts 5.2. A family ~8 of open subsets of X is called a r-base of a family _@’ in 
X [171 if for each nonempty A E& there exists a nonempty B ~9 such that 
B CA. If, moreover, fl f UlB CA: B EL%‘} EJZZ’ for each nonempty A ELZ’, then L%’ 
will be called an ST-base of JZ? in X. 
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Set 
rw( &, X) = min{ 1~8 I: 9 is a n--base of LZ? in X}, 
srw( &‘, X) = min{ 19’ I: A? is a ST-base of _& in X}. 
To preserve the traditional correspondence, in case of a centered family 9 we 
shall write rX(F, X), srX(F, X) instead of rw(F, XI and srw(F, X) respec- 
tively. 
Definition 5.3. A cardinal T is called an ap-caliber for X if for each system Z! of 
prefilters in X such that rrx(F, X> < 7 for each YE %2(, there exists a subsystem 
Z” c ZY such that U 2Y c Us and )SV” I < T. 
The next definitions, among others, enable us to show how much stronger the 
concept of an ap-caliber (= an archiprecaliber) is if compared with the concept of 
a precaliber. 
We say that a family 9 is closed with respect to finite intersections (unions), if 
flL%? ~9 (respectively U 3 ~9) for each finite subfamily 3 CL%‘. 
Definition 5.4. A cardinal r is called a strong r-caliber for X if for each closed 
with respect to finite intersections ystem LB of subsets of X and each system 22 of 
maximal in 9 prefilters such that 9 = U Z! and rrx(.F, X) < T for each FE Z/, 
it follows that ~~(39, F4r) < r, too. 
Definition 5.4’. A cardinal r is called a r-caliber for X if for each closed with 
respect to finite intersections family 93’ of subsets of X such that rrX(F, X) < 7 
for each prefilter Fc9, it follows that rrw(B’, X> < 7, too. 
Proposition 5.5. Let r be a regular cardinal. Then the statements 
(a) r is an ap-caliber for X, 
(b) r is a strong n-caliber for X, 
(c) r is a r-caliber for X, 
(d) r is a precaliber for X 
are connected by implications (a) d (b) j (c) j (d). 
Proof. To show the implication (a) * (b) let us assume that 9 = U 2Y where ZL is a 
system of maximal in 95’ families having the finite intersection property and such 
that rX(F, X) < 7 for all 9 E Y, where 7 is an ap-caliber for X. Then there 
exists a subfamily ?Y” c ‘Z of cardinality < T and such that 9 = U YY c UG. 
Since a prefilter FcsB is maximal in 9 iff + n 9 = F, it easily follows from 
here that ~27 c (tJ2) nLB = U go. Taking into consideration the regularity of T 
we can conclude from here, that 
57w(L8, X)<%-w(uac O, X) < ~{7rX(9-, X): FE ZP} < 7. 
The implication (b) 3 (c) is obvious. 
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To show the implication (c) 2 (d) let us assume that 35’ is a family of open 
subsets of X and I F I < T for each Fc~ with the finite intersection property. 
Consequently, rx(F’, X) < 1 ST’ 1 < T for each prefilter F’ ~2. Therefore, if T 
is a T-caliber for X, then rw(9, X) < r. (Obviously without loss of generality we 
may assume that 9’ is closed with respect to finite intersections.) Hence 93’ = 
U{FG: G EB} where % is a rr-base of &S’ in X such that I j’ I < 7 and 
FG = {B ES&‘: B 3 G}. It is clear that FG is a prefilter and I FG I < T for each 
G E/. Taking into account the regularity of r we conclude that I LB I <T. 
However this just means that T is a precaliber of X. Thus the proof is finished. 
0 
Corollary 5.6. Each regular ap-caliber for X is also a precaliber for X. 
In the sequel for a family 9 and a set A CX we denote 
A(S) = U{BcA: BED}. 
It is clear that 23’ is an ST-base of a family & in X iff fl #A(9) E& for each 
nonempty A E22. 
Assertion 5.7. If G EL? and ~25’ is an ST-base of _Q? in X, then the family 
.2?’ = {B fl Int G: B EL%‘} is a r-base of the family ~8 = {A n G: A ES’} in X. 
Indeed, in accordance with the definition of an ST-base for each nonempty 
A ES? we have fl #A(9) ES?, and, since G ~2 it follows now that fl #A(3) n 
Int G= U(BnInt G: BcA, BEZ%‘)CA nG. 
Assertion 5.8. If 93’ is a v-base of a family & in X, then ~8’ is an ST-base of the 
family _PZ’ =& U {A(9): A EM) in X. Besides, if & is a (prejfilter, then &’ is a 
(prejfilter, too. 
Indeed, it suffices to notice that A CA, nA, implies A(9) cA,(S’) nA,(s). 
Proposition 5.9. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) a cardinal r is an ap-caliber for X; 
(b) for each system Z! of prefilters in X, such that srx(F, X) < r for each 
FE %, there exists a subsystem %Y” c ZY such that U $ = IJC and ) Z” ) < 7. 
Proof. Let 2d be a system of prefilters on X such that srrX(F, X) < T for each 
FE %. Then according to Assertion 5.7, for every filter 
F~=Fu{G}u{AnG: AEF}, 
where 9”~ 2Y and G E &, the inequality 
TrX(FG, X) <s?Tx(P-, X) <7 
holds and therefore, if T is an ap-caliber, then for the system 
ZY1={F~:F~Z;G~.‘?;-} 
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a subsystem 2/f c 2?LI of cardinality < r exists such that U ?Lr c Ug. But, 
obviously U 6 = U ‘2/r and besides U 9~ Up for the system ‘2V” = {S: 92 gra 
for some G E 4) c %. (To observe this just notice thatzG 2 9 and hence ~3& c L? 
for all 9 E go.) Thus we get U 6 = U %r c UG c U go, and taking into account 
the obvious inclusion U~C U 5 and the inequality I ?J” I < I 7/r” I < r we com- 
plete the proof of implication (a) * (b). 
Conversely, given a system % of prefilters in X such that srX(F, X) < r for 
all FE % we pass to the system %!* = {y*: F’E ZYO where yT* = FU {A(9): A 
E F} and 33 is a r-base of 9 in X of cardinality < 7. Then, by virtue of 
Proposition 5.5, we conclude that srxy(F,, X) < r for all F* E ?Ji(, and hence, 
under assumption of (b), there exists a subsystem 7/g c %.+ of cardinality less than 
T and such that U g’, = Us. 
Having noticed now that 9 c F* c g3* (because F* is a prefilter) and that A 
F* c & (because F.+ 19) we, according to Assertion 5.8, finally come to 
inclusions U % c U ZJ* c U ZC IJ 2, where 2’ = (53: F* E @) c ?L. Thus the 
proof is completed. 0 
Definition 5.10. A cardinal r is called a strict ap-caliber for X if, given a system g 
of families of subsets of X, such that srw(&, X) < T for all JJZ E %, there exists a 
subsystem 72’ c % of cardinality less than r and such that U 6 = UG. 
From Definition 5.10 and Proposition 5.9 immediately follows the next 
Assertion 5.11. Each strict ap-caliber for X is also an ap-caliber for X. 
We pass now to the proof of the main result of this work, stating that each 
cardinal of (p c(x) + t ) yp e is a strict ap-caliber. 
A function v : exp Z + Y is said to be r-bounded (respectively Vr-bounded) if 
for each M c Z such that I A4 I G T (respectively I A4 I < T) it holds I c+(M) I G 7 
(respectively I a(M) < T 1 h 
A function u : exp Z + Y is said to be A-monotonely additive if for each 
nondecreasing family {M,: LY < A) c exp Z it holds 
a(U{M,: &A]) = U{a(M,): ff <A}. 
Lemma 5.12 (the main construction). Let 22 be a system of families of subsets of X 
and u : exp %! + exp exp X be a VT-bounded and A-monotonely additive function 
where A < cf(7). Then there exists a subsystem 2Y” c 2Y of cardinal& less than T and 
such that 
a(~O)n(n~O)=a(~O)n(n~). 
Proof. Take some &‘a E 2% and set go = (~2~): Assume that for all (Y <(Y’ <A 
systems 2?/a c 2/ are constructed such that 
Iza I -CT. (1) 
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For each 
G+U{&: a<cu’})\nz 
we fix a family d(G) E % such that G @M(G) and set 
Y&,={&(G): GE~(U[?&: a<a’})\fl%}. 
Taking into account that A < cf(r) and that (1) holds, we obviously get 
lU{Z$ a<a’}I <7 
(2) 
and hence, as the function u is VT-bounded, 
la&l{&: a<a’})l <T. 
From (2) it follows now that It??& I < 7. We shall show that the system 
go= U(Y&: a<h} 
thus obtained has the desired properties. 
Indeed, I 2Y” I < T because A < cf(r) and (1) holds. 
Since Z!’ c Z then obviously, 
flYoX l-l%. (3) 
On the other hand if G E (T(%‘>\ n Z/, then 
GE(T(U{Z?&: cu<a’j)\ng 
for some (Y’ < A (because u is A-monotonely additive); it is easy to notice now that 
there exists d(G) E ?Y such that G E&‘(G) E &c ?Y” and hence G 4 n go. 
Thus, 
a(@) \ n MY- \ n 2~0, 
and hence taking into account (31, we obtain the required equality. (Cf. Proposition 
2 and Lemma 2 from [Xl.) q 
Following [15,21] we set 
v/_l * J= (UJ’: J’CJ, IJ’I <p} 
(VpJ=IUJ’: J’CJ, IJ’I ,<E.L)). 
Assertion 5.13 (cf. [1.5,21]). Zf {J,: CY <A} is a nondecreasing system of families of 
subsets of X (i.e., J, c J,, for (Y < (~‘1, and P < cf(cz), then 
V/L * (U{J,: cy <A}) = U( V/.L * J,: (Y <A}. 
In particular, if A is regular, then 
VA * (lJ{J,: c&A]) = U{ VA * J,,: cy <A}. 
Indeed, if J’ c U(J,: (Y < A) and I J’ I < p =z cf(A), then J’ c JP for some p < A 
and hence U J’ E V J_L * Ip. The required equality follows now easily. 
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Having noticed that I v p * J I < I J IL (where A! = CIA”: v < p}), we easily 
extract from Assertion 5.13 the following 
Assertion 5.14. Let ?Y and (gM: JI? E ZY,) be systems of families of subsets of X and 
let the function u : exp %! + exp exp X be defined by the formula a(W) = V p * 
( U (~3~: _d E 2Y)) for each subsystem a/’ c 2Y. Then 
(1) if u G cf(h), then the function u is A-monotonely additive; 
(2) if 19&J< f r or each S? E ?Y, where r is a regular cardinal such that VP < r 
for all u < r, then the ,function a is Vr-bounded. 
From Assertion 5.14 and Lemma 5.12 immediately follows the next: 
Proposition 5.15. Let 2Y be a system of families of subsets of X, r be a regular 
cardinal such that VP <r for all v <r, and let for each .@’ E FY a family gti of 
cardinality < r be fixed. Then there exists a system go C Z/ such that 1 go I < r and 
a(~“)n(n~o)=o(~o)n(n,) 
where 
a(Fq = VI* * (u{S?$ &!zGEO}). 
(Observe that although we need here only an operation V, the function u 
allows a more extensive interpretation and may include in itself operations V , A, 
Int, “closure” and their iterations.) 
Proposition 5.16. Zf for each ti E 2Y a family SY& is an srr-base of _M in X and 
Z= vvc(x) *(u{9M:d~z})n(nt), 
then?= n&’ 
Proof. By virtue of Statement 4.1 and Theorem 4.4’(5) the inclusion J c n C??’ 
5 
implies that ic n Z= n Z$ and therefore it is sufficient to show, that ll &cJ”. 
Take some P E n &, then for each JZZ E ?Y there exists A E& such that 
Int PIA IA = U{B CA: B ~9~) EM 
(the last is ensured by the fact that 9& is an ST-base of JZZ in X> and hence 
I~~PP’= u{A(s~): SJEE}E n&. (1) 
Besides, it is obvious that P’ = U 9’ for some family 9” c U{9&: _M’ E ZYl and 
hence there exists also a family 9” ~9” such that 
19”l < Vc(X) (2) 
and 
uS2?“cP’cQ3F. (3) 
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Then, according to (1) and (3) 
P” = u 9” E f-) &, 
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(4) 
and by virtue of (2) 
P”E VVc(X) * (lJ{&z?/ &WY}), 
and hence pl’ E J. So for every P E fl&’ there exists P” E J such that Int PIP” 
(by virtue of (11, (31, (4)). But this just means that P E & and hence fl &‘c.? Thus 
the proof is accomplished. q 
Theorem 5.17 (the main theorem). Let T be a regular cardinal such that v_ < 7 
(in particular, v c(x) < T) for all cardinals v < 7. Then r is a strict ap-caliber for X. 
Proof. Let %! be a system of families of subsets of X such that for all JZ’ E Z! 
S7r/Y( ti, X) < 7. 
For each JZ? E & we fix an srr-base Bti of the::family & in X such that 
( ~27~ 1 < 7 and apply Proposition 5.15 to the system Z! for I_L = Vc(X). (This is in 
accordance with the assumptions, because Vc(X) is a regular cardinal (see [9]> and 
besides, obviously Vc(X) < 2w <T.) Thus a system go c Z of cardinality < r 
exists such that 
where 
u(G) = VVc(X) * (u{L?&: s&EO}). 
Setting now J = ~(2) n (nz) and noticing that obviously J c n &, by virtue 
of Proposition 5.16, Statement 4.2’ and Theorem 4.4’(5) we get nG=j c n & 
z z 
and hence n ZY”c n k. On the other hand the inclusion n%‘Ox n &’ is ensured by 
flsc a. Thus we get n G= n ?? and hence also l-G= n &. Applying the 
formula (4) of Theorem 4.4’ to this equality we get immediately the required 
equality U 5 = U g. Thus the proof is accomplished. 0 
Obviously the cardinals (pcCx))+ and (p w)+ (where k is an arbitrary cardinal 
larger than or equal to 2) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.17 and hence the 
following statement is valid: 
Theorem 5.17’. The cardinal (pcCX))+ as well as the cardinal (pa)+, where /L > 2, 
are strict ap-calibers for any space X. 
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Corollary 5.6’ (ill, see also [51 for T,,,-spaces). The cardinal (pa)+ is a 
precaliber for any space X. 
Definition 5.18. A cardinal 7 is called a d-caliber for X if d(X’) < 7 for any subset 
X’ CX such that rx(x, X> < 7 for all x E X’. 
Definition 5.18’. A cardinal 7 is called a w-caliber for X if w(Y 1 < 7 for any subset 
Y CX such that rx(x, X> < 7 for all x E Y. 
If each regular cardinal is a w-caliber for X, then X is called a r-characteristic 
space [22]. The class of r-characteristic spaces is rather wide (see [22]) and thus 
each uncountable regular cardinal, and N, in particular, can be a w-caliber for 
some space; on the other hand each ap-caliber is not less than c+ (see Theorem 
5.22 below). 
Observe the following obvious fact from [22]: 
Assertion 5.19. A cardinal T is an w-caliber for X iff w(Y) < r for every subset Y c X 
such that 7x(x, X> < r for all x E Y. 
Assertion 5.19’. Every ap-caliber for a T,-space X is also a d-caliber for X. 
Proof. Take some Y CX and let SV = (9’: x E Y} where _‘!Zx is the family of 
neighborhoods of a point x in X. Assume that 7 is an ap-caliber for X and 
rx(x, X> < 7 for all x E Y. Then (by virtue of the equality rx(Z”, X> = 
rx(x, X>> there exists Y” c Y of cardinality less than 7 and such that U ZVc 
{TX: x E Y’]. It is clear now that E n Y” # fl for each L E U Z = {L: L is open in 
Xand LnY#fl}andhenceYc?. 0 
Proposition 5.20. Let X be a TX-space and r be a regular cardinal such that 
v= < r for all u < r. Then r is a w-caliber for X. 
Proof. Assume that Y CX and rx(x, X> < T for all x E Y. Then according to 
Assertion 5.19’, d(Y) < 7 and, hence, as 7 is regular, rrw(Y, X) CT, too. To 
complete the proof one has to notice only, that if a family ~8 is a r-base of Y in 
X, then the family _!Z= (r\G: G E V Vcc(X) * S’} is a base in y and I _5? 1 =G 
I~‘-. Vcc(X) rJ 
Proposition 5.20’. Cardinals (P’(~))+ and (p m)+ where w > 2 are w-calibers for 
any T,-space X. 
By setting p = rx(Y I X> = sup{rxy(x, X>: x E Y) we obtain from Proposition 
5.20’ the following statement (which we consider to be the second principal 
corollary of the main Theorem 5.17 and which in fact was already intensely used) 
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Corollary 5.21 [15, Theorem 3’3. If X is a T,-space, and Y is its subspace, then 
w(Y),<%-~(YIx)~OT*(YIx)c(x! 
The additional to Corollary 5.21 information which is contained in a somewhat 
more precise Proposition 5.20 is completely exhausted by 
Corollary 5.21’. If X is a T,-space and ~,YCY I X> is a regular cardinal such that 
vm < rrx(Y ( X) for each v < rrx(Y I X), then there exists a point y E Yfor which 
TX(Y, X) =rx(YlX). 
It is easy to verify that the property to be a (strict) ap-caliber is preserved by 
continuous mappings, by everywhere dense subsets, by open sets and by extensions. 
Taking this into account we can get from Proposition 5.20 the following 
Theorem 5.22. If r is an up-caliber for X, then r is also an up-caliber for /3N,, where 
A < Vc(X), and hence Vc(X) G 2a G r. In addition, 
(1) if r is regular but not strongly inaccessible, then (2oc(x))+< 7, 
(2) if c(X) is not weakly inaccessible, then (2c’x’)‘,< r. 
The next result shows, in particular, that even in “good” (but not compact) 
spaces an ap-caliber must not be a caliber. 
Theorem 5.23. Zf a Lindeliif sequential TX-space has an uncountably cofinal caliber 
r<c+, then IX I GC. 
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